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HIGHER-ORDER CHANGE OF THE HAMILTONIAN (ENERGY) FOR 
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Dedicated to the memory of Charles Lange. 

ABSTRACT. Conservative dynamical systems with a homoclinic orbit are analyzed 
under a small dissipative perturbation. The asymptotic expansions of a nearly ho- 
moclinic orbit are shown to fail as the surrounding saddle regions are approached. 
A weakly nonlinear analysis of the surrounding saddle regions is derived assuming 
the dissipation can be approximated by linear damping in the neighborhood of the 
saddle point. By matching (to sufficiently high order) the asymptotic expansion 
of the nearly homoclinic orbit to the solutions in the surrounding saddle regions, 
the change in the Hamiltonian (the energy dissipation) over a complete nearly 
homoclinic orbit is obtained. We show there is a new higher-order logarithmic 
correction to the well-known Melnikov integral for the change of the Hamiltonian 
from one saddle approach to the next. Numerical computations of this change in 
the Hamiltonian for a double-well potential are shown to compare favorably with 
the asymptotic result. 

1.  Introduction 

We analyze Hamiltonian systems with double homoclinic orbits connecting a saddle 
point to itself and surrounding two competing centers. Examples include double-well 
potentials and the strongly nonlinear Hamiltonian system describing generic weakly 
nonlinear 1-1 primary resonance [see, for example, Guckenheimer and Holmes (1983) 
and Kevorkian and Cole (1981)]. Other examples are described by Neishtadt (1991) 
and Henrard (1993). With a small dissipative perturbation, the method of averaging 
is used to describe the long time behavior of weakly damped strongly nonlinear os- 
cillations. The method of averaging fails as the solution approaches the unperturbed 
homoclinic orbit. Timofeev (1978) showed that the slow passage through an unper- 
turbed separatrix (homoclinic orbit) involves a large sequence of nearly homoclinic 
orbits. This was generalized by Neishtadt (1986) and Tennyson et al. (1986). Henrard 
(1993) summarized, justified, and improved various estimates and illustrated many 
significant applications. Bourland and Haberman (1990,1994) showed that the non- 
linear oscillations obtained by averaging and the nearly homoclinic orbits could be 
connected by the method of matched asymptotic expansions. 

The sequence of nearly homoclinic orbits involves a mapping from one saddle ap- 
proach to the next. It is now well-known (and presumably known by Poincare) that 
the change in the energy over one complete nearly homoclinic orbit can be approx- 
imated by what we call the Melnikov integral [see, for example, Guckenheimer and 
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Holmes (1983) and Wiggins (1990)]. The boundaries of the basins of attraction are 
the stable manifolds of the saddle point. The boundaries of the basin of attraction 
are tightly intertwined, spiral-like, and near the unperturbed homoclinic orbit consist 
of a large sequence of solitary pulses in which Melnikov-type energy estimates apply. 
Bourland and Haberman (1991) obtained accurate asymptotic formulas for the bound- 
aries of the basins of attraction for double-well potentials, and a similar result was 
obtained by Haberman and Ho (1995a) for the dissipatively perturbed Hamiltonian 
system corresponding to primary resonance. The Melnikov integral for the change in 
the energy along a nearly homoclinic orbit is also very important in the calculation 
of the probability of capture into either stable attractor as discussed by Neishtadt 
(1991). 

The usual Melnikov integral is a leading-order approximation to the exact change 
of the energy. If the dissipative perturbation to the Hamiltonian system is 0(e), then 
the leading-order change of the energy over one nearly homoclinic orbit is 0(e). Here, 
we assume the Hamiltonian at each saddle approach is 0(e) since this corresponds to 
nearly homoclinic orbits. In the present paper, we analyze conservative systems with 
a homoclinic orbit and derive a more accurate expression for the change of the energy 
(the change AH of the Hamiltonian) from one saddle approach to the next along a 
nearly homoclinic orbit: 

Aff~-£M + e^(f)(i±^)+... (1.1, 

where M is the usual Melnikov integral, (H+ + iJ_)/2 is the average of the leading- 
order energies at the saddle regions which surround this nearly homoclinic orbit, ft is 
the linear damping coefficient of the perturbation at the saddle point of the unper- 
turbed system, and k is the exponential growth and decay rate at the saddle point. 
Thus, this new dissipation is due to linear damping near the saddle point. In (1.1), 
(H+ + H-)/2e = 0(1) since the Hamiltonians are O(e). 

For double-well potentials, the probability of capture into the left and right wells 
is determined from (1.1), and Haberman and Ho (1995b) show that the probability 
of capture is not affected by this 0(£2 Ins) energy correction. For general perturbed 
Hamiltonian systems, Ho (1993) shows that (1.1) is still valid (with appropriate modi- 
fications for the definitions of f3 and k). However, Haberman and Ho (1995b) show that 
the probability of capture is changed by 0(6hie) from the usual Melnikov probabili- 
ties when the topology of the double homoclinic orbit is twisted as in the Hamiltonian 
system associated with primary resonance. 

When the trajectories approach the unperturbed homoclinic orbit (separatrix), the 
solution behaves differently in different parts of the trajectory. The region away from 
the saddle point, which we call the nearly homoclinic orbit region, is analyzed in 
Section 3 with sufficiently high asymptotic accuracy. In Section 4, we do a weakly 
nonlinear analysis of the neighborhood of the saddle point. This is valid in the saddle 
regions which surround the nearly homoclinic region. The asymptotic expansion for 
the nearly homoclinic orbit is matched to the asymptotic expansions of the solution 
in the surrounding saddle regions. In this way, the change of the energy (1.1) between 
two saddle approaches is derived in Section 5. The change in the Hamiltonian (en- 
ergy) between successive saddle approaches is computed numerically in Section 6 for a 
specific double-well potential and is favorable compared with the asymptotic formula 
(1.1) including the new 0(£2ln£) term. 
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2.  Conservative systems with a homoclinic orbit 

We consider conservative systems with a homoclinic orbit under a small dissipative 
perturbation: 

Q + VM—#».%). (2.1) 

where V is the potential. We use the corresponding force f(y) (f(y) = —Vy(y) or 

V = — J f(y)dy). The energy of this system is H = | (■^) —Jf(y)dy. A conservative 
system with a center and a saddle point and a conservative system with a double-well 
potential are examples of unperturbed systems (e = 0) with a homoclinic orbit, whose 
phase portraits are sketched in Figure 1. With a dissipative perturbation, there are 
nearly homoclinic orbits, as illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows a typical time- 
dependent nearly homoclinic orbit and the surrounding saddle regions. 

We assume the perturbation hf^y, ^) is purely dissipative, by which we mean that 

hiVidt) is an 0dd function of -^. Furthermore, we assume hty,-^) is or can be 
approximated (using Taylor series) by linear damping, /3^, in the neighborhood of 
the saddle point. Later, we show that this assumption of linearity of the damping in 
the neighborhood of the saddle point is essential to our calculation of the 0(£2lne) 
correction to the energy dissipation. 

dy 
dt 

FIGURE 1. Conservative systems with homoclinic orbit (e = 0) 

dy 
dt 

FIGURE 2. Phase portrait of nearly homoclinic orbit 
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FIGURE 3. Time-dependent nearly homoclinic orbit 

3.  Nearly homoclinic orbit 

In this section, we consider a nearly homoclinic orbit. Here, the solution of the unper- 
turbed system (e = 0) is assumed to be a homoclinic solution, a single solitary pulse 
denoted by yo(t). The solution of the perturbed system (s ^ 0) which we call a nearly 
homoclinic orbit can be assumed to have the following expansion 

y = yo + eyx + e y2 + ■ (3.1) 

Since y is near y0, f(y) - f(yo)+(y-yo)fy{yo)+^(y-yo)2fyy(yo)+l(y-yo)3fyyy(yo)+ 
• • •, and the system (2.1) becomes: 

cPyn        d2yi       9 

dt2 dt2 dt2 

= /(^o) + [eyi + e2y2 + • -}fy(yo) + ^^ + '' * )2/yy(2/o) 

- eh(yo,yot) - e2[hy{yo, yot)yi + yithv(yo,yot)] H , 

(3.2) 

where hy = ^%, ^) and hv = ^y 

To leading order in (3.2): 

Hv, §)• 

d2yo 
dt2 = fivo). (3.3) 

We assume the leading-order term yo(t) is a homoclinic orbit, approaching the saddle 
point yo —> ys as t —^ ±oo where ys is defined by /(ys) = 0. In addition, we assume 
that the center of this homoclinic orbit occurs at t = 0, so that the solution yo(t) is 
an even function of t. 

To determine part of the asymptotic expansions of the homoclinic orbit, we ap- 
proximate its defining differential equation (3.3) in the neighborhood of the saddle 
point: 

—yo
dt2 

Vs = fy(ya)(yo - Vs) + ^fyy(ys){yo - ys)2 + (3.4) 

As the solution approaches the saddle regions, i.e., as t'—> dboo, we insist that there 
is no exponentially growing term.  Consequently, by solving (3.4), yo has asymptotic 
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expansions: 

yo-ys + aoe-^ + ^^e-^ + ..-,    as * - oo, 

(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

where k = y/fyiVs) is the exponential growth and decay rate corresponding to the 
linear analysis around the saddle point (see (3.4)). The asymptotic formula (3.5a) 
is valid for the saddle point preceding the homoclinic orbit, while (3.5b) is for the 
following saddle point. The symmetry of yo around t = 0 has been used to obtain 
(3.5b) from (3.5a). Since the homoclinic orbit is unique, ao is a known constant 
which can be determined for a given potential from the integral representation of a 
homoclinic orbit (but we do not need its value here). 

Higher-order terms satisfy the differential equation 

d2yi 
dt2 fy(yo)yi = Ri 1,2,3, (3.6) 

where Ri can be determined from (3.2) and is a function of yj and yjt where j < i. 
In order to solve for yi, we use the method of variation of parameters, which requires 
two homogeneous solutions, one being yot. Since yot is a nice function, its asymptotic 
expansion can be determined by differentiating (3.5b) term-by-term: 

Vot -ka^e -kt 

3k 
-2kt + as t (3.7) 

Since yo is even around t = 0, yot is odd around t = 0. The second homogeneous 
solution yn can be chosen to be an even function of t since the linear differential 
operator in (3.6) has no term with the first derivative and fy{yo) must be an even 
function of t. This second homogeneous solution can be obtained by considering the 
Wronskian relationship between yot and yn- 

yotynt - youyn = i. (3.8) 

We will only need to notice that yn is even around t = 0 and has the following 
important asymptotic expansion (derived in the Appendix), 

VH 
-1 

2a0k
2 

ekt_ aofyy(ys)     a\ 
k2 

where the parameter 

0" — Jyyy\ys) 

4A; 

Sfyyjys) 
Sk2 

-kt + .. as t —- oo, 

Jyyiysji 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

represents the effect on the system of the nonlinearity of the potential (quadratic and 
cubic nonlinearities of the force) in the neighborhood of the saddle point. The proper 
mathematical analysis here and in Section 4 requires the inclusion of the te~kt term. 

The first correction yi to the homoclinic orbit due to the purely dissipative pertur- 
bation satisfies the following equation: 

d2yi ,   . (     dyo 
(3.11) 
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By the method of variation of parameters, yi can be represented by 

Vi = h -  I   %o yoi)yoidi yH + ai + /  h(yo,yoi)yHdi 
Jo 

you       (3.12) 

where ai and Pi are arbitrary constants (multiples of the homogeneous solutions). 
Since yo is even, the variable coefficient in the linear differential equation (3.11) is 
even around t = 0. Because h is odd around t = 0, there exists a particular solution 
of (3.11) which is odd around t = 0. The solution of (3.11) given by (3.12) is odd 
around t = 0, except for the homogeneous solution piyn which is even. 

To approximate yi asymptotically in the neighborhood of the saddle point, we 
note that by our earlier assumption h(yo,yot) can be approximated by /?^|-, and 
hence h(yo,yot) - (S^f = 0(e~2kt). To approximate the following term in (3.12) 
asymptotically as the saddle point is approached, we use the asymptotic behavior of 
yo (3.6), yH (3.9), and %, f): 

yot      h(yo,yoi)yHdi = yot      (3yoiyHdi + y0i. / |[ft(2/o,2/Ot) - Pyoilyajdi 

.^e-^ + OCe"**),    ast^oo. (3.13) 

Later we will show that te~kt will generate 0(^2 In s) terms in the saddle region be- 
cause the saddle time variable will be shown to be just a logarithmic shift of the 
homoclinic time variable. These terms are very important and essential to our cal- 
culation of 0(e2lne) terms for the change of the energy. By (3.12), (3.13), and the 
asymptotic expansion of yn (3.9), yi has an asymptotic expansion as the subsequent 
saddle point is approached: 

yi 
-Q 

2k2ao 
ekt _ a0fyy(ys 

k2 
_ /ao0 _ apQcr 

V   2 8A;3 te-fct + 0(e-fct), ast^oo, 

where we have introduced Q as follows 

/>CO 

Q = (3i - /     h(yo,yot)yot 
Jo 

dt. 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

Later, we will show that eQ is the leading-order energy at the subsequent saddle 
approach. We also introduce the Melnikov integral M, 

poo 

M = 2        h(yo,yot)yotdt, 
Jo 

(3.16) 

which represents the well-known leading-order change of the energy over a homoclinic 
orbit. Prom (3.15) and (3.16), we have 

Q = Pi - -M. (3.17) 

Similarly, yi has an asymptotic expansion as the preceding saddle point is ap- 
proached. Because of the homogeneous solution, yi has different asymptotic expan- 
sions as t —> -oo and t —► +00. From (3.12) as t —> -00, the term /?i - |M is replaced 
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by /?! + |M = Q + M. Thus, 

2/i = 
-(Q + M) 

2fc2ao 

-(^-^3MV)^ + 0(e^    ast-.-oo. 

(3.18) 

For the next-order term in the nearly homoclinic solution 2/2, the 0(e2) terms of 
(3.2) must be considered: 

■^r ~ fyMy^ = R2 = -yihy(yo,yot) - yithv(yo,yot) + ^yifyyty^' 

By the method of variation of parameters, 2/2 can be represented by 

2/2 =(02+ [ Mfyot dtyn +(a2- f Mfyndtyot, (3.19) 

where 0:2 and /?2 are arbitrary constants multiplying the homogeneous solutions. Parts 
of 2/2 are even and parts are odd, and thus 2/2 has different asymptotic expansions as 
t —> —00 and t —>• +00. By the method of undetermined coefficients and the asymptotic 
behavior of yo (3.5) and yi (3.14) and (3.18), we obtain the asymptotic expansions of 
2/2 as the surrounding saddles are approached: 

„    Q2fyy(ys)r2kt , (J<L\   Q2° \ fpkt , 
2/2 ~    24a2jfe6 ^ V4A:2ao      16fc5aoy 

as t —> 00, 

(3.20a) 

„       (9 + M)2/„(ys)     2fct     (m + M)      {Q + Mfa\       kt 
2/2 ~  esA    OTK e + I   77^ 1 TTTT^   1 te + ' 24a2fc6 

4A:2ao 16/c5ao 
as t —> —00. 

(3.20b) 

In conclusion, as the solution approaches the subsequent saddle point, i.e., as t —> 00, 
the nearly homoclinic orbit has the asymptotic expansion: 

y~y. + aoe-fct + a%(y')e-2fcf 

\ 2A;2ao 

Q2 

6fc2 

ekt _ aofyyiVs) 

+ ••■ 

Jyy\ys)e 

2Aao2k6jyy 

as t —>■ 00. 

fc2 

2H   ,    /    W. 

+(^-^-" 
ev ««« + 

V4£;2ao   '   16fc5aoy 

(3.21a) 

As the solution approaches the prior saddle region, the nearly homoclinic orbit has 
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the following asymptotic expansion: 

Q + M 
£<  2k2ao 

+ s2 

-kt _ ®ofyy(ys) 

k* 
2 / Rfn _L A/f^      tn _i_ i\/r\2 

(Pao _ ao(Q + M)a\    kt 

V   2 8^ Ke 

+ • • •        as t -> -oo. (3.21b) 

We use these asymptotic expansions as the outer (nearly homoclinic orbit) solution in 
the matching process between the nearly homoclinic orbit region and the surrounding 
saddle regions. 

4.  Solution in successive saddle regions 

For the nearly homoclinic orbit, the solution spends a long time in the neighborhood 
of the surrounding saddle points. As shown in the last section, the asymptotic behav- 
ior can be represented by (3.21). The leading-order term of the asymptotic expansion 
of the nearly homoclinic orbit (outer) exponentially decays to ys as t —>• ±00. From 
(3.21a) and (3.21b), the 0(e) term exponentially grows as t —► ±00. Thus, the expan- 
sions fail as t —> ±00. In this section, we show that different asymptotic expansions 
are necessary in the neighborhood of the surrounding saddle points. We determine 
the differential equations valid in the surrounding saddle regions by rescaling the so- 
lutions based on (3.21). This is the fundamental idea behind the method of matched 
asymptotic expansions. 

First, we consider the failure as t —> +00. The correct scale is derived by assuming 
e-kt _ Q^eekt^ as ^ _^ 00 This type of failure of an asymptotic expansion corresponds 
to shifting the time variable [Lange (1983)] by a logarithmically large amount, — ^ Ine 
[Haberman (1983)]. The correct time variable in the saddle region after the nearly 
homoclinic orbit is T+: 

r+=t+iln£- (4-la) 

Note that ekt = e-iekT+ and e"** = eh-kr+. When r+ is 0(1), e-kt = 0(e?) is 
small so that y is near ys verifying that this region corresponds to being near the 
saddle point. Note also that ekt = 0(e~2) is large. The two limits associated with 
this matching correspond to fixing T+ and letting e —> 0, in which case from (4.1a) 
t -» +00, and fixing t and letting e —► 0, in which case from (4.1a) r+ —> —00. 

The asymptotic expansion of the nearly homoclinic orbit also fails as t —> — 00. In 
a similar way, the appropriate time variable in the saddle region before the nearly 
homoclinic orbit is r_: 

T- = t~^kln£- (4-lb) 

By using the outer (nearly homoclinic) asymptotic expansion and the relationships 
between the inner and outer time variables (4.1a,b), we are able to determine the form 
of the asymptotic expansion in the saddle region (inner expansion). For example, the 
term e~kt in the outer expansion (3.21a), yields an 0(e2) term in the inner expansion. 
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Furthermore, it is important to notice that under the shifting of the time variable 
(4.1a), logarithmic terms are introduced in the following way: 

te-kt = (T+ - ^toe) ^e-fcr+, 

tekt= (T+-^-lneS\e-hkT+. 

Thus the terms ste~kt and £2tekt yield 0(s^ Ins) terms. By these observations, the 
method of matched asymptotic expansions implies that the asymptotic expansions in 
both saddle regions that surround the nearly homoclinic orbit have the same asymp- 
totic form: 

y = ys + e2y± +£$! +£2 inq^ +e2yz +•■ (4.2) 

We will need the energy at successive saddle approaches. The 0(s^) term will not 

affect the energy to the order we wish to analyze. However, the 0(£^) term will show 
the weakly nonlinear interaction between the quadratic and cubic nonlinearity in the 
neighborhood of the saddle point. In the saddle region after the homoclinic orbit, the 
time variable is T+, and in the region before the homoclinic orbit, the time variable is 
T_ . To avoid repetitive algebra in this paper, we use r as the time variable in the saddle 
region, keeping in mind that this represents two different regions defined by (4.1a) and 
(4.1b). Successive saddle regions are essentially the same. Time for successive saddle 
approaches are shifted, and the solutions of the differential equations (the constants 
of integration) are different. 

The leading-order terms in the differential equation in the neighborhood of the sad- 
dle point are 0(e^). The dissipative perturbation —eh is 0(e^) in the neighborhood of 
the saddle point, since we have assumed the dissipative perturbation is approximately 
linear in the neighborhood of the saddle point, ft(j/, ^) ~ (i^L. The dissipation in the 
neighborhood of the saddle point is very important. However, if we are careful, the 
effect we are looking for is 0(e^ Ins) and the 0(e^) term can be neglected. Including 

the 0(£2) terms, the system (2.1) can be written as 

£2 
id2yi       cpfr 

dr2 + £■ + £2 hie 
d2y* + ^ #h + •• 

dr2 dr2 dr2 

e^yi + eyi + e* Iney* + £27/3 + fyiVs) 

+ e 

3 

2 (yi+2ehiyi)fyy(ys) + -- 

1 
^ylfyyy(ys) + ' + ■ 

o   dyi 
(4.3) 

In order to analyze the solution in each saddle region up to the order with which we 
will be concerned, we have to solve for yi.,yi,y*, and ya directly from the differential 

equation (4.3). For yi, we consider the 0(6^) terms of (4.3), 

d2y 

dr2 - fy{ys)y± = o. (4.4) 
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This corresponds to the leading-order terms in the neighborhood of each saddle. By 
solving the above differential equation, y i can be represented by 

yi =Ae-kT + BekT, (4.5) 

where k = \/fy(ys)> A and B are the integration constants associated with a specific 
saddle region. These constants will be different in the saddle regions immediately 
before and after the nearly homoclinic orbit. The constants in the region before can 
be determined by matching as r_ —► 4-oo with the asymptotic expansion of the nearly 
homoclinic orbit solution as t —± — oo. The constants in the region after can be 
determined by matching as T+ —► — oo with the asymptotic expansion of the nearly 
homoclinic orbit solution as t —> +00. The solution to this order in each saddle region 
is given exactly by (4.5), which is the same as its asymptotic expansion. 

For 2/1, we consider the 0(e) terms of (4.3) 

~-k2yi = \ylfvy(ys). (4.6a) 

This term accounts for the possible quadratic nonlinearity of the force in the neigh- 
borhood of any saddle point. Using (4.5) for yi, the above equation becomes 

^ - k% = ^e^ + 2AB + B'e2knfyy(ys). (4.6b) 

We solve for yi in the saddle regions before and after the nearly homoclinic orbit by 
the method of undetermined coefficients: 

& = ^fwiV') [A2e-^ - 6AB + B2e^} . (4.7) 

The method of matched asymptotic expansions implies that there are no homogeneous 
solutions e±kT at this order because, for example, there are no terms of 0(£3/2ekt) or 
0(£5/2e~kt) in (3.21a). A similar observation is necessary in (3.21b). 

The next order, 0(£3//2ln£), solution y* satisfies the following linear homogeneous 
differential equation: 

^-k% = Q. (4.8) 

Similar to the calculation for yi, y* can be represented by 

& = A1,e-feT + B*efcT. (4.9) 

At order 0(£2)? the solution ys satisfies the following linear nonhomogeneous dif- 
ferential equation corresponding to the interaction of the quadratic and cubic nonlin- 
earities: 

d2yi i dyi 
•jjj- -k yi= yimfyyivs) + ^ydyyy(ys) - P-jj. 

= I (A2Be-kT + AB2ekT) + k(3 (Ae"^ - BekT) 

+ 0(e3fcT,e-3fcT), (4.10) 
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where cr is defined by (3.10) and 0(e3/cr, e  3fcr) represents terms we can calculate but 
do not need. Exponentially resonant terms contribute to the solution 

/? yi = Ase-^ + BitT -    -rA^B + ^A   re-*7" 2 2 2 \4k 2   J 

+ (^AB2 - £B\ TehT + 0(e3kT,e-3kT). (4.11) 

In conclusion, the expansion of each saddle solution (up to the order in which we 
are interested) is 

y = ys + sHAe-hT + BekT) + e-^fyy(ys){A2e-2kT - 6AB + B2e2kT] 

+ ei Ine(i4#e-
feT + B»e*T) 

3 

+ e5 Aze-kT + B*ekT- (^TA
2B + ^AVC"*

1
" 2 2 V4fc 2   / 

+ ( ^-AB2 - P-B ) rekT + 0(e3kT, e"3^) 
(7 

4fc" 
+ ■ (4.12) 

The constants in each saddle region can be determined by matching (r —► zboo and 
t —» ibcxD ) to the nearly homo clinic orbit. 

5.  Matching between the saddle region and the nearly homoclinic orbit 

In order to find the change in the energy from one saddle approach to the next, we 
match the asymptotic solutions in both saddle regions to the nearly homoclinic or- 
bit between them. As t —► —oo (r_ —> oo), the nearly homoclinic orbit approaches 
the preceding saddle region, and as t —► oo (T+ —> — oo), the nearly homoclinic or- 
bit approaches the following saddle region. According to (3.21a) and (3.21b), the 
corresponding asymptotic expansions for the saddle approach prior to the nearly ho- 
moclinic orbit (t —> — oo) and for the saddle approach after the nearly homoclinic orbit 
(t —> oo) can be determined by matching to the saddle solution (4.12) as r_ —> oo and 
T+ —> —OO. 

As t —» oo (equivalent by matching to r+ —► — oo), the asymptotic expansion of the 
nearly homoclinic orbit (3.21a) expressed in terms of the saddle variables is 

y ~ys +s^a0 1 + e In e 
4fc lQk4J_ 

-kT+ 

- S2 Q 
2k2ao }+•»•(*+&) okT+ + •' (5.1) 

By matched asymptotic expansions, (5.1) should be the same as the asymptotic ex- 
pansion of the corresponding saddle solution (4.12). By comparing this to the solution 
in the saddle region after the nearly homoclinic orbit, we determine the constants of 
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that saddle region: 

A = ao, 

B = - Q 

B* = — 

2k2ao' 
aoP     Qcrao 
^T ~  16A:4 ' 

0/3 QV 

(5.2) 

8k3ao      32k6ao' 

We can determine these coefficients by comparison with the homoclinic expansion 
(3.21a) if we note that t => — ^ Ins. 

In the saddle region before the nearly homoclinic orbit, the time variable r_ is 
simply the nearly homoclinic time variable t shifted backwards by — ^rlne, r_ = 
t — jj^lne. It is important to notice that under this shifting of the time variable, 
logarithmic terms are introduced in the following way : 

te-kt = 

tekt = 

T_ + —- In e ) s   2 e 

T- + 2kln£ 

(5.3) 
s2e kr- 

Thus, as t —> — oo (r_ —► +cxo), the asymptotic expansion of the nearly homoclinic 
orbit (3.21b) has the following asymptotic expansion in terms of the saddle variables: 

y~y8 +£2ao 1 + s In e 

£2 

2k2a0 

16/c4 

(Q + M)+elne 

(Q + M)a _ £_ 
4k 

(Q + M)0     (Q + M)2a 
Ak 16A:4 

(5.4) 

e-kT- + ■ 

By matched asymptotic expansions, (5.4) should be the same as the asymptotic expan- 
sion of the saddle solution preceding the nearly homoclinic orbit. By comparing this 
to the solution in the saddle region before the nearly homoclinic orbit, we determine 
the constants of that saddle region: 

B = ao, 

■M 

—B* = 

2k2ao ' 
ao/3     (Q + M)aao 
4fc 

(5.5) 

-^i*   — 

16fc4 

(Q + M)(3      (Q + M)2a 

Sk3ao 32k6ao 

By matching, we have shown that the parameters in two consecutive saddle regions 
are related by (5.2) and (5.5). 

6.  Change of the energy between two consecutive saddle approaches 

The preceding sections showed a detailed calculation of a nearly homoclinic orbit and 
the saddle approaches that surround it. We now show the relationship between the 
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time dependent solution and its energy. The formula for the energy in saddle regions 
is unchanged, 

■/>>*-5(!)'-/>>* («•!> 2\dt,       ,ys - K„. /       Jys 

since in the saddle region time is shifted and therefore dt = dr. 
We now find an approximate expression for the energy in any saddle region. Using 

the Taylor expansion of f(y) and noting that at the saddle f(ys) = 0, yields 

*-W fv(V.)(V - Vsf + -Jyy{ys){y - Vsf + 0[{y- ysY] 6 
(6.2) 

Since (4.12) represents the solution in any saddle region including the 0(^2) terms, 
by substituting (4.12) into (6.2) we will obtain the asymptotic expansion of the energy 
in the saddle region, 

H = -2k2[eAB + e2 lne(AB* + BA*)] + • • • . (6.3) 

Since (6.3) is valid in the entire saddle region, we conclude that the energy is nearly 
constant (up to this order) everywhere in each saddle region. Time-dependence in the 
expression of H occurs only in those terms of 0(s2) or higher. Equation (6.3) is very 
convenient to compare the difference in the energy between two consecutive saddle 
approaches up to 0(£2lne), because the result will be the same if we compare any 
two points in the corresponding saddle regions. As shown in the next section, this 
conclusion is particularly convenient when we compare the numerical solution to this 
theory. 

Prom (5.5) and (6.3), the energy at the saddle region (H-) before the nearly ho- 
moclinic orbit has the asymptotic expansion 

H_=s(Q + M) + ^lne-^M)
+-. (6.4) 

At the next saddle region immediately after the nearly homoclinic orbit, the energy 
(.ff-f.) is determined from (5.2) and (6.3): 

#+=£Q + £2ln£^ + .... (6.5) 

By comparing the energies at two consecutive saddle regions, (6.4) and (6.5), we 
determine the change in the energy from one saddle approach to the next: 

AH = H+-H_~-eM + e2lne((^) (^ + y) + '' • • (6.6) 

To leading order, it is well-known that the change in the energy over a nearly 
homoclinic orbit is —eM, where M is the usual Melnikov integral 

M = 2j    h(yo,yot)yotdt = ih {y^±y/-2V{y^)) dy0. (6.7) 

The 0(s2lns) terms in (6.6) represent an 0(£ln£) percentage correction to the well- 
known leading-order change of the energy. According to (6.6), this 0(e2 Ins) correction 
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depends on Q where, according to (6.5), eQ is the leading-order energy at the saddle 
region after the nearly homoclinic orbit, 

^JP\(H+   ,  M 
AH - -sM + ^ Ins ( J 1 ( —£. + — J + ... . (6.8) 

In fact, the 0(e2lns) correction is proportional to Q + 4^ which is the average of 
the leading-order energies at the saddle regions before and after the nearly homoclinic 
orbit, 

AH ~ -eM + e2]ns (£\ (H+^H~) +-■ (6-9) 

Furthermore, the correction to the change in the energy is also proportional to the 
ratio of the linear damping coefficient of the perturbation at the saddle point of the 
unperturbed system (/? = hv(ys,0)) to the linear exponential growth and decay rate 
(fc) at the saddle point. Even though the detailed calculations of the nearly homoclinic 
orbit require the nonlinear effect (cr) of the saddle point, the 0(£:2ln£) correction to 
the energy change does not depend on the higher-order nonlinearities of the potential 
function at the saddle point. If the damping is not linear around the saddle point (with 
nonlinearities smaller than the size of linear terms), then (3 = 0 in this analysis and the 
0(s2 Ins) terms vanish, in which case correction to the leading-order dissipation of the 
energy will be smaller than 0(s2hie). (If the damping is locally larger than linear, 
then the effect will be larger than 0(e2ln.e)). It can be seen that these 0(e2ln.e) 
corrections are due to the te±kt terms in (3.21) with the amplitude factor t replaced 
by zh^lne, depending on whether the saddle approach occurs before or after the 
nearly homoclinic orbit. 

It is well-known that the leading-order change of the energy along a nearly homo- 
clinic orbit is a constant, the Melnikov integral. However, the 0(£2ln£) correction 
depends on the energy at the saddle region. Thus, if we consider a sequence of nearly 
homoclinic orbits, then this correction is different for each nearly homoclinic orbit. 
This recursive effect has been analyzed in Haberman and Ho (1995b), where a cal- 
culation was performed on the boundary of the basin of attraction which requires a 
sequence of nearly homoclinic orbits. 

7. Numerical comparison for a specific double-well potential 

As a simple illustration, the one-dimensional motion of a particle in a specific double- 
well potential is considered: 

|f + (^-29) = -4, (7.1) 
with a small purely dissipative perturbation, — 2£^. The system consists of two 
competing equilibria (left and right) and one saddle point in between at ys = 0. The 
energy H is 

where V(y) = jy4 — |?/3 — y2 is the potential energy and is not symmetric (around 
y = 0). 
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In the last section, the change of the energy between two consecutive saddle ap- 
proaches for the left nearly homoclinic orbit is given by (6.6): 

AH = -sML + e2Ine^ (^ + ^ML) , (7.3) 

where ML stands for the Melnikov integral for the left homoclinic orbit and HQ is 
the energy at the preceding saddle. We are interested in comparing this to the 
change in the energy between saddle approaches produced by numerically integrat- 
ing the time-dependent differential equation, (7.1). Here, we verify (7.3) including 
the coefficient of the 0(e2 Ine) term by computing numerically the change in the en- 
ergy. For this particular example, /? = 2, k = \/2, ML = 3.565721510024..., and 
MR = 16.72981910456.... With these values of the parameters, the coefficient of 
the 0(e2lns) for the change of the energy can be determined with the given energy 
HQ at the preceding saddle approach. Since we are considering the nearly homoclinic 
orbit, HQ must be 0(e). Furthermore, since the leading-order change of the energy is 
negative, in order to compare two consecutive saddle approaches before the trajectory 
gets captured, the initial energy must be at least S(MR-\-ML). With this constraint in 
mind, we choose the initial condition to be HQ = 22s, so that the asymptotic formula 
for the higher-order change of the energy, AH^, from one saddle approach to the 
next is 

Ai^1) =AH + sML = 33.6341 s2 Ins + • • • . (7.4) 

The correction to the change of the energy theoretically contains not just the 
0(s2his) term but also higher-order terms. A term of 0(s2) should be included 
in a numerical comparison because it is not much smaller than the 0(s2 Ins) term: 

Ai7(1) =AH-{- sML = C*£2 In s + C^2 + • • • , (7.5) 

where (7* is the coefficient we want to compare with the analytical result. To find C* 
(and C2), we use Richardson extrapolation. We evaluate AH1(s) with two different 
values of s and approximate the coefficient of the 0(s2 Ins) term by using (7.5). With 
two different e, Si and £i/2, C* can be expressed as 

O* — 
(£i)2ln(2) 

AffW^i) - 4A#^ (^)] + • • • . (7.6) 

In Table 1, numerical data is given for a left nearly homoclinic orbit with energy 
at the preceding saddle, HQ = 22s. According to Table 1, when e decreases from 
10-4 to 10-6, the numerical approximations of C* converge to the analytical result 
33.6341.... Moreover, the numerical approximation of C* = 33.6174... in the 6th 
row is the closest approximation. The small difference between the analytical and 
numerical result, AC* « 1.7* 10~2, is caused by higher-order terms in (7.5). The 
percent error for C* is very small, showing the accuracy of the analytical result (7.3) 
for the saddle-to-saddle change of the energy. We note that the numerical results 
reported in Table 1 are not reliable when s is too small (probably due to the round-off 
error of O(10~14) in the numerical integration over one complete homoclinic orbit), 
in which case the analytical formula may (of course) still be used. 
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£l ~7j2 AHWfa)      AH^(e1/2) C* C2 

l.OOOOe- 
5.0000e- 
2.5000e- 
1.2500e- 
6.2500e- 

4 5.0000e-5 
5 2.5000e-5 

■5 1.2500e-5 
■5 6.2500e-6 
6 3.1250e-6 

-3.72521e-6 
-9.89929e-7 
-2.62120e-7 
-6.91854e-8 
-1.82094e-8 

-9.89929e-7 
-2.62120e-7 
-6.91854e-8 
-1.82094e-8 
-4.78044e-9 

3.38324e+l 
3.37883e+l 
3.37517e+l 
3.37210e+l 
3.36974e+l 

-6.09129e+l 
-6.13491e+l 
-6.17375e+l 
-6.20845e+l 
-6.23665e+l 

3.1250e-6 1.5625e-6 -4.78044e-9    -1.25209e-9    3.36174e+l -6.27426e+l 
1.5625e- 
7.8125e- 
3.9063e- 

■6 7.8125e-7 
-7 3.9063e-7 
•7 1.9531e-7 

-1.25209e-9 
-3.27244e-10 
-8.53401e-ll 

-3.27244e-10 
-8.53401e-ll 
-2.21924e-ll 

3.33680e+l 
3.24259e+l 
3.49303e+l 

-6.34160e+l 
-6.69226e+l 
-8.08243e+l 

TABLE 1. Coefficient of 0(e2 Ine) term for the change of the energy 
(Ho = 22e). 

Here, i^o is the initial energy, ei and ei/2 are the two epsilons used in the Richard- 
son extrapolation, AH^fei) and AH^1\£i/2) are the numerical results of the higher- 
order change of the energy corresponding to Si and £i/2, C* and C2 are the coefficients 
of the 0(e2lne) and the 0(e2) terms predicted by Richardson extrapolation. 

Appendix. Asymptotic expansion of the second homogeneous solution 

In this appendix, we derive the second homogeneous solution yn for the following 
differential equation arising from analyzing nearly homo clinic orbits: 

d2yH 
dt2 fy(yo)yH = 0, (A.l) 

where yo is a homoclinic orbit which we have defined to be an even function oft (around 
t — 0). Furthermore, we also derive the asymptotic behavior of yn as t —» +00. Due 
to the translation invariance of (3.3), one of the homogeneous solutions of (A.l) can 
be defined as yot, which is an odd function of t. The second homogeneous solution 
can be defined to be the unique even solution of the Wronskian relation: 

yotVHt -youVH = 1. 

We can derive an explicit formula for yn (without singular integrals) 

f(y*)-2 

VH (t)=Vot[[(: 
Jo 

yot)'2 - f(y*)-2t~2]dt 
t you 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

where y* = yo(0) is the maximum value of y associated with the homoclinic orbit. 
However, we will use (A.2) instead to obtain the needed asymptotic behavior of ya 
as t —> +00. 

Since yn is a solution of (A.l) and fy(yo) ~ k2 as t —> 00, yn satisfies to leading 
order as t —* +00, 

d2yH 
dt2 -(k2 + -..)yH = 0. (A.4) 
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Since yo exponentially decays, from (A.2) yn exponentially grows as t —> +00 

yn - Eekt + g(t) + • • • ,    as t -+ +00, (A.5) 

where we are particularly interested in obtaining higher-order terms than just the 
simple growing exponential. By substituting the expansions of y# and yot from (A.5) 
and (3.7), respectively, into the Wronskian relationship (A.2), we obtain 

_ 2aok2E - S&vv&Be-" - aokg'e^ 

2o%fvv(V')E „-. kt -kt e - - g^aokre-" + = 1. (A.6) 

By considering the 0(1) terms of (A.6), it follows that E = —l/2aok2. 
The largest term that remains in (A.6) is 0(e~kt) which must be balanced by the 

(#' + kg)e~kt terms. Thus gf + kg = 0(1) or g(t) = 0(1), ignoring the exponentially 
small homogeneous solutions. From (A.6), we obtain 

9(t) = 
Jyy [Vs 

2k4 

Therefore, the asymptotic expansion of yn as t —* 00 is of the form 

-1 
VH 2aok2 

'kt     aofyy(ys)   ,  p (A.7) 

where R represents the next term. 
However, if yn has a term of 0(te~kt), it will contribute in the matching due 

to the logarithmic time shift from the center to the saddle point. Consequently, a 
higher-order calculation of yn is needed. It is simpler to determine the next term by 
considering the differential equation for yn directly near the saddle point. By using 
(3.5b), the asymptotic expansion of yo? (A.l) becomes 

VHtt - i k   + ( aoe 

1 

-kt+aKy^ys)e-2kt)fyy(ys 6k2 

+ 2aoe~2ktfvvv(ys) + VH = 0. (A.8) 

Since the differential equation (A.8) for yu is linear, it is particularly easy to obtain 
the next term R. By substituting expansion (A.7) into (A.8), we obtain 

;(k2ekt + Rtti 2a0k
2 ^ "     ' "*'     { 

-1   f kt     aofyyiVs) 
2aok2 \ 

a, 
k2 + a0e-ktfyy(ys) + ^ 

2 r 
Jyyy{ys) + 

fyyiv^) 
3k2 

-2kt 

e    — 
k2 + R 0. (A.9) 

By considering the most important exponentially small terms, R satisfies the following 
differential equation: 

Rti 
k*R=i Jyyy\ys) 

3fc2 
-kt 
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Since e~kt is a homogeneous solution of the above differential equation, the particular 
solution will be 0(te~kt). By using the method of undetermined coefficients, the 
particular solution is 

Since we assume i2 is the next higher-order term in the expansion (A.7), we can ignore 
the homogeneous solution of R which involves 0(ekt). The 0(e~kt) homogeneous 
solutions are asymptotically smaller than (A.10). Moreover, this 0(te~kt) term will 
contribute to the logarithmic terms in the saddle solution because of the logarithmic 
time shift. By combining (A.10) and (A.7), we derive that yn has an asymptotic 
expansion 

-1 
yH~2^kZ 

0kt     aofyy(ys) _ ^IL^-fci' as t -► +oo, (A.ll) 

where a = fyyy(ys) — 5fyy(ys)/3k2, which was important in the asymptotic analysis 
in this paper. 
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